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Carter reynolds video

A video in which a Vine star appeared to put pressure on his 16-year-old ex-girlfriend to give him oral sex was leaked online. Carter Reynolds, 19, has more than 4.3 million followers on short form video sites and 2.9million followers on Instagram. But a video reportedly leaked from Reynolds' iCloud account appears to show him claiming ex-girlfriend Maggie Lindemann, 16, to give
her oral sex. MORE : New footage shows how Charleston shooting suspect Dylann Roof was arrested by Female police: This makes me so uncomfortable. Guys: Do it. Girls: I'm really uncomfortable. Man: Stop, stop. Just acting like that isn't there. Female: Carter, it's a giant lie. Man: Want me to cover the light? Female: I don't think I can. Man: Want me to cover the light? Female:
I don't think I can. Man: Oh my gosh, Maggie, oh my gosh. In the clip, a woman can be heard repeatedly saying that she is 'completely uncomfortable', for which the man, who has pulled out his penis, replies 'Acting like that [the camera] isn't there.' The woman twice said she 'didn't think she could'. The guy said 'Oh my gosh, Maggie, oh my gosh.' In a series of tweets, Reynolds
wrote that he would 'explain everything' but later claimed his Twitter had been 'hacked'. MORE : How on earth does Arsenal fit Jack Wilshere into their starting XI? He then appeared to pedal the back and said he had been advised not to address the video until Tuesday. In a statement released yesterday afternoon, Reynolds confirmed that the woman in question was her thengirlfriend, Maggie Lindemann. 'Couples do stuff like that all the time... and no I didn't say that it was the right thing to do but it was the truth,'' he wrote. MORE : Batman: Arkham Knight review - car problems 'Yes, say do it several times and come is wrong on so many levels ... 'I'm so sorry to everyone that I'm offended and especially Maggie.' Lindemann is a popular social media
star on her own right, with 925,000 Instagram followers. MORE: The city worker who was 'cocaine silent' on the Tube named and shy - but Twitter disapproved of He recently broke up with Reynolds, saying he 'made him feel like a s***.' 'I dumped him because he yelled at me if I didn't do what he wanted, or if I did anything he didn't like,' he tweeted. MORE : First arrival at
Glastonbury: Revellers queue at their wells because predicted for the entire weekend A Vine star with over four million followers on social media platforms reported to have been kicked out of an online video festival. Arter Reynolds was told via Twitter that he was not welcome at the ongoing event in California. One of the founders of the event Hank Green received a tweet from
fellow festival-goer saying Reybolds shouldn't be there. Green responded on social networks: Security removed him [Reynolds] from the hotel. He didn't guests are invited. Vidcon had no legit reason why I couldn't be there haha- Carter Reynolds (@carterreynolds) July 24, 2015 star Vine Reynolds took to Twitter to run about her reported exit forced out of the festival. @VidCon
you guys be a bunch of b*****s?, he tweeted. Apparently I was a threat to people in the hotel and they were concerned with my safety as well as the safety of those around me. Vidcon had no legit excuse why I couldn't be there haha, he said, adding, claiming he was treated like some crime or terrorist. Vidcon has yet to comment. The incident comes just a month after the star's Xrated video was leaked. Carter Reynolds and his ex-girlfriend, Instagram star Maggie Lindemann, featured in the video, which shows full-clothed Lindemann sitting in bed. Carter's can be seen in the video and he can be heard to say Do it and just pretend (the camera) isn't there. Lindemann replies I don't think I can, repeat I'm really uncomfortable. This video ends with Carter
saying Oh my gosh, Maggie. The two social media stars recently broke up amid a very public fracture on Twitter, in which Lindemann claimed she ended the relationship because Carter made me feel like a sh*t. UPDATE Online Editor: Carter Reynolds confirmed on Twitter that it was actually him and ex-girlfriend Maggie Lindemann in the video. The Last Ryan Broderick BuzzFeed
News Reporter was updated on June 23, 2015, at 12:05 p.m. ET Posted on June 23, 2015, at 6:35 a.m. ET Topics In This Article Until June, Carter Reynolds attracted thousands of dollars and developed adoring fanbase in millions simply by recording Vine videos. For a 19-year-old, he was on top of the world. But then, after the scandal erupted because of a leak of personal
videos, it all came crashing. Reynolds, 19, and his ex-girlfriend, 17-year-old Maggie Lindemann, dispersed a social media star who was forced into the national spotlight last June when the video spread on Tumblr. It appeared to show Reynolds trying to coupling 16-year-old Lindemann at the time to perform oral sex on her while she filmed it. It is the kind of scandal that can take
the career of a public figure. Indeed, it has. There is no need for someone like politician Anthony Weiner, whose growing political career in the New York House of Representatives is ruined after pictures of uzur leaked online. And you don't have to run for office or star in a blockbuster to become a public figure today. Social media users can now become stars, simply by sharing
their lives via video, photos, tweets with millions of their loyal fans. Brands take advantage of these massive following, paying young stars a ton of money to support the product. After the video was leaked and Reynolds dumped, he did an apology. Instead of issuing press statements such as disgested congressman or famous athletes would, he wrote an apology to his 2.38 million
Twitter followers, saying, I Am I to everyone I offended and especially Maggie. But Reynolds seems unable to let the sleeping dog lie. He'll expand his huge fan base by sharing his whole life online, so he continues to do so - to harm himself. He broadcast livestream YouNow's ill-advised where he spilled Maggie. He's got a high-profile argument with him via Twitter. Everything was
spread out in an embarrassing appearance on VidCon that caused him to be accompanied by security. Now, it emerges Vine's short and lucrative career can now be over. Companies that once paid Reynolds big dollars to promote their products dropped their contracts, and Reynolds fans seemed to revive their former idols. A photo posted by Carter Reynolds
(@carterreynolds)Apr 11, 2014 at 2:06pm North Carolina-based PDT Reynolds has a cute image on the front whose shooting popularity alongside other Vine boyish stars like Nash Grier, Shawn Mendes, and Cameron Dallas.The content is full of goofy videos showcasing his jokes and friendships with famous Vine stars, both appealing to younger girls. Soon Reynolds has 4.3
million Vine followers, 2.38 million Twitter followers, and over 2.9 million Instagram followers. Grapes 6 seconds where she dances while the beat falls or screams loudly in the hope of frightening her mother has been played nearly 770 million times. By 2014, Reynolds had landed a sponsored ad offerings on Vine and YouTube with Coca-Cola, Airheads, Audibles, and teenage
clothing brand Aeropostale. Sponsored deals like this always vary according to Viner's follower count, but can be worth anywhere from $5,000 to $100,000 per post, according to Complex. But perhaps the most lucrative offer of paid content Reynolds was his involvement with the Magcon Tour.Magcon, meaning the Met and Greetings Convention, was created by a single dad
named Bart Bordelon in October 2013. Bordelon's genius idea? To take the cultish popularity of Vine and YouTube superstars and sell expensive tickets for fans eager to meet their idols and watch them goof off, do backflips, and banter on stage together. $32 gets fans of general admission tickets while a $150 VIP ticket ensures a place in the front row and the chance to take a
selfie with everyone. As far as building an online brand, these teen superstars know no fan of these kids loves more than when one social superstar starts dating another. Reynolds had been one and a half of the social media power couple when she began dating Texas-based Maggie Lindemann, a gorgeous singer of songs that had amassed 200,000 fans on Instagram in the
time she was Reynolds in early 2014. He now has more than a million followers. The pair posted a selfie together in Coachella and created a YouTube video designed to appeal to their younger fans. In one video, they chasely kiss and try to guess what the other chapstick feels to wear. It has been viewed more than two million times on YouTube. I hope Carter and Maggie will be
happy together and get started one fan writes. I think they are cute couples. They look like any healthy and exciting teenage couple you can find in the mall, and Reynolds fans - and sponsors - eat them. ❤️ @itsmaggielindemann Article posted by Carter Reynolds (@carterreynolds) on Oct 4, 2014 at 12:49pm PDTOct 4, 2014 at 12:49pm PDT In April 2014, Reynolds left the
Magcon family alongside Hayes Grier, Cameron Dallas, and Nash Grier for unknown reasons, although some tweets hanned that perhaps some of the boys didn't think the convention was good for their brand. A source close to the stars told Tech Insider that Magcon made people look cheap and greedy; take advantage of their fans' money. At other conventions, there is more
emphasis on watching star shows besides meeting fans. Magcon can feel more like a bull call for stars to get paid for a quick selfie with their fans while providing a little more in terms of entertainment. But Reynolds launched his own eponymous The Carter Tour two months later that charged $75 for VIP tickets and featured guest stars such as Lindemann and singer Jason Derulodiscovered Alyssa Shouse. He was also invited to be part of another convention meet and greet - DigiTour's DigiFest - with other high-profile Vine stars such as Jack and Jack, Lohanthy, Matt Espinosa, and more. The event plays nationwide and charges from $30 for a general admission ticket of $300 to get the backstage. Reynolds seems to have made up, basking in the glory of
social media fame. xxvi A photograph posted by Carter Reynolds (@carterreynolds) on Dec 6, 2014 at 3:04pm PSTDec 6, 2014 at 3:04 p.m. PST But his personal life began eclipsing his social media persona in December 2014 when it was revealed that he and Lindemann had broken Many fans of the couple began to blame Lindemann, 16 at the time, for a split and allegedly sent
intimidation Remember the hall filled high school gossip? For Reynolds and Lindemann, the internet is their high school, and they seem to both take pleasure in playing personal drama to the public and captivating audiences. The pair retreated in March 2015 before again breaking two more months later after another public friend was incited by Lindemann following his former on
Twitter and Reynolds disapproving. It seemed all harmless until June, when videos of Reynolds and Lindemann appeared on Tumblr's account and were later reported by Sam Biddle Gawker. Reynolds soon confirmed that it was his audible voice from behind the camera saying, Do it, and, Just pretending [the camera] wasn't there, Lindemann, apparently coupling her to perform
oral sex. The scandal made headlines. Videos of Reynolds and Lindemann are invited around the world. Buzzfeed, Daily Mail, and The Daily Beast Reynolds were immediately dropped from DigiTour. A spokesperson told TI that Reynolds was left in effect immediately from the DigiTour line-up after the video Coca-Cola and Airheads did not return Tech Insider's request for
comment to see if they still have a contract with the 19-year-old social media star, an Audible spokesperson told TI, Audible has not cooperated with Mr. Reynolds since January 2015 and we have no plans to cooperate with him in the future. An Aeropostale spokesperson told us, Aeropostale's relationship with Carter Reynolds is contracted through the 26MGMT talent agency for
its capsule collection United XXVI. Aeropostale is no longer working with the management company or with Mr. Reynolds. 26 MGMT did not return our recurring request for comment. Reynolds' The Carter Tour - which has never been as popular as Magcon - also seems to have flopped. The website has not announced any new tour dates after scandals and goods are sold for
60% off. While businesses appear to be on the slump for Reynolds, public drama does. Earlier this month, Reynolds launched a YouNow stream where he went to Lindemann, which he seemed to see as a source of all his image problems. I didn't rape him, says Reynolds on YouNow about a leaked video with Lindemann. He knows that himself. The fact that he's trying to be all
innocent now or something, it doesn't affect him that much. I know it does. The YouNow video became viral as fans pumped it into YouTube and tweeted about its contents. It also triggered a heated and highly public exchange between Reynolds and Lindemann on Twitter. hi babe Pictures posted by magsbaby♡ (@itsmaggielindemann) on March 18, 2015 at 1:22pm PDTMar 18,
2015 at 1:22pm PDT Nada melodramatic all dealings are standard for anyone familiar with the love life of a teenager. But the ante was raised significantly when she said high school suddenly broke into national platforms such as Twitter, Vine, and streaming sites like YouNow, where millions of teenagers watched, favourites, and criticized these bloody social media stars. Media
Psychology Research Center director Dr. Pamela B. Rutledge told Tech Insider that it was difficult for these newly renowned social media stars to anticipate the long-term effects of their actions. Being thrust in attention is difficult for anyone, Dr. Rutledge told Tech Insider. After this happens in adolescence can be more problematic because the brains of adolescents do not have
the opportunity to develop biologically completely. The pre-face cortex, which governs long-distance planning and self-regulation, was not fully formed until the mid-20s. Reynolds isn't the only Vine star to have made a rash move that ultimately got him in trouble. 17-year-old Magcon sensational fellow Nash Grier was called up by YouTuber Tyler Oakley in July 2014 for screaming
porridge on a Vine. The Daily Dot also surrounded all its homophobic chains on Twitter, and Grier was forced to apologize for his behavior. But Grier bounced back, and remains the second most followed Vine star today. But don't be so quick to say this behavior is a juvenile thing. Teen. The 32-year-old Vine star, Curtis Lepore, allegedly committed rape by his ex-girlfriend. He
eventually took a deal, pleading not to run for attack. His former was another Vine star, Jessi Smiles.He then dug himself in deeper on Twitter, sending missives like, this FAV if you willingly had sex with me, apparently in response to the scandal (that tweet has since been deleted). Because of the scandal, he lost a TV show deal with star The Office Rainn Wilson. Celebrities are
any seductive diversity because we all want to be liked and feel special, says Dr. Rutledge to Tech Insider. It can result in people feeling that common rules and social constraints do not apply to them - and that violating such social constraints will have no consequences. Reynolds may be hoping he can bounce back like Grier, but his current trajectory seems more likely to reflect
Lepore. As part of his new and improved image tour, Reynolds attended VidCon - like ComicCon, but for teenagers and their internet video stars were routed - at the Anaheim Convention Center in California. But the scene was not a warm welcome back that he might have imagined. While some fans are happy to pose with Vines and photos with Reynolds, many are starting to
boo-ing him. There was shouting rapist! and the fans fired him. Things rose to the point where VidCon staff asked Reynolds to leave. Carter was not invited as a featured VidCon Creator, his presence was voluntary, a vidCon spokesman told Tech Insider. Based on the extraordinary acceptance of the negatives he received when he arrived, our consideration was that his safety
was at risk and we asked that he vacate the event. Reynolds seems to see it as more of a security issue. VidCon supported bullies and let public opinion about me influenced them [sic] and Hilton's decision, Reynolds tweeted. He later revealed that he had to cut his stay in Hilton across the street from the Convention Center shorter than planned after receiving murderous
intimidation.—veronica 79 (@swiftsapparel) July 24, 2015To remained successful, Reynolds needed to restore a clean image, a side boy who was behind him But even though he did, fans might already grow While Reynolds hasn't lost any significant number of followers yet on Vine or Twitter, that doesn't mean he won't. People still tweet and write negative comments such as
rapists to Curtis Lepore as well as Reynolds to prove they have not forgotten about the scandal. Lindemann for her part appears to be trying to move on. TI reached out to his management, we were told he had done well. Maggie is 100% focused on her music at this point, her manager says. He's in an incredible place right now, and he's excited to share his sounds with the world.
He will make a mistake. We are defined by how we rise from them I'm very proud of him. He did just fine. After repeated attempts to approach Reynolds, TI has not received a response. Response.
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